FINAL PLAT FOR
GOLDEN EAGLE ESTATES
(A PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT)
A PORTION OF THE NW 1/4 OF SECTION 29, T27N, R43E, W.M.
SPokane COUNTY, WASHINGTON
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Basis of Drawings
The information contained in this plat was derived from the following sources:
1. Records of the Spokane County Assessor's Office
2. Records of the Spokane County Auditor's Office

Equipment and Procedures
Platting and preparation of this plat were performed as follows:
1. Surveying using the latest available maps and records
2. Digital drafting and printing of the plat

Graphic Scale
1/1000" = 1'-0"

Legend
- Plat boundary
- Street and alley names
- Building lots
- plat grades
- Property corners
- Property lines
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